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Jean Hainesâ€™ characteristically loose and expressive paintings are filled with color and light, and

in this exciting book she passes on her knowledge and expert advice in a way that is both inspiring

and instructional. As soon as you open the book you will want to pick up a brush and start painting

&#151; and whatever your ability, Jean encourages you to simply &#145;have a goâ€™ and enjoy

the freedom and happiness that painting can bring.Jeanâ€™s subjects include animals, landscapes,

people and flowers, and there are many examples of Jeanâ€™s work throughout the book to both

delight and inspire you. Jean takes a highly practical approach to her teaching, and there are

numerous short exercises and demonstrations as well as longer projects that guide you through a

painting from beginning to end. Wherever you are on your painting journey, Jean will open your

eyes to the color and light that surrounds you and show you how to incorporate it into your

paintings.
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I don't think I can buy an art book without seeing something about what it's like inside.

Each time I start painting I get tighter and tighter. Jean's book helped me to just let go and enjoy

painting. She also suggested to paint a "bend" painting each day. Don't know what a bend painting

is? Look at her book for the answer, it changed my process.

This is not a new title but the soft cover version of the hardcover bookNo substantive new

materialVery deceptive selling practiceBe careful with buying any of search press so called new



titlesThe are usually old material with new coversToo bad as I enjoy this authors approach to

watercolors and was all ready to be inspired when ...well hence this review

Written so well - easily understood. Quite a talent. Enjoyed the book!

Queen of lost edges in watercolor...perfect inspiration!

Love her style and feel I can learn from the book.

Bought this for my sister who is a wonderful watercolor artist. Even though she is very good, she

said that she found many good tipsand techniques for loosening up her watercolor.

Bought it for my daughter who is a beginner in watercolor painting & she loves it, really helped her

technique.
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